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Abstract

The techniques of backward stimulated Raman 8cattering (BSRS) and reflected broad-b&nd
coherent anti-Stoke8 Raman scattering (R.BBCARS)have been used to measure vibrational
frequency 8hlft8 in shock-co”mpre88edliquid benzene and mlxture8 of liquid benzene and
liquid deuterateo benzene. BSRS was used only for measurements in neat liquid benzene as
it only ailow8 observation of the highest ain vibrational tran$iti.on.

f
RBBCARS was used to

simultaneouslymeasure multiple vibration modes of multiple apecie8. Accompanying static
high pressure Raman experiments in a heated diamond anvil cell were u8ed to establish the
phase of the shocked sample8. These experiments demonstrate the capabilities of fast non-
linear optical techniques in the study of material atructurc and chemical reaction
induced by shock-compression.

Introduction

Traditional methods used to 8tudy material behavior under COnditiOF8 similar to those
encountered in explosive detonation have been bulk property meflsurementaand gauge
measurements. In those methods, the microeco ic behavior of the material had to be
inferred from the macroscopic observable. RT e actual mol.ecula~8tructure of the material,
as well as the chemical composition, was ~mknown. The use of optical methods to
interrogatematerials under shock loading would allow direct observation of the microscopic
(molecular)structure, and would bypass the inference step. Previous studies of thi~ sort
using optical techniques ?.ncludestimulated Brillouin scattering in 8hock-compressed
acetone and water,ll- emisaion and absorption spectroscopic meaauremonts of shocked
materials,3~4 and spontaneous Raman Identification of tranaient specie.sand temperrnture
me~surement in shocked explosives.s~b We have demonstrated the use of two coherent Raman
techniques -- backward stimulated Raman scattering (BSRS) and reflected broad-band
coherert anti-Stokes Raman scattering (RBBCARS) -- in the measurement of vibrational
frequencies in shock-compre88ed liquid benzene and mixtures of liqui(!benzene and liquid
deuterated benzene (benzene-d6).

Experimental

The coherent Raman apparatu8 for 8tudying 8hock-coLnpre8aedaam le8 coneiats of two
geparable portions; the shock production mechan~am ●nd the optics! diagnostic, The 8hock
production mechanism consists of a 51 m diameter 3.3 m long gas gun used to accelerate a
magnesium projectile with an 8 mm thick 304 etainleae eteel warhead to a de8ired velocity,
The projectile impacts a 2,1 nm thick 304 atainleaa eteel target plate pvoducing a shock
wave which runs forward into a 7,5 to 8,0 rmn thick benzene (or mixture) eample. Reagent
grade benzene (MallinckrodL,Inc.) ●nd 99,5% benzene-d6 (Wilmad Gla8s Co., Inc.) were used.
Standard data reduction techniqcee7 usin publiched
data8 were used to determine the etate of

shock-velocity / particle-velo’Lty
the shock-compraeeed eample~. We ●acumed the

Hugoniot of benzene-d to be the same ae that of benzene,
to volume fraction,

Mixture denaiti~a were
determined according The timing sequence for the opticul ●x erimento
is determined by the incoming projectile, !A signal from ●luminum thne-of-arriva pins
located in the gun barrel 25 cm up from the target, in conjunction with ●n mproptlate
time delay, tri ger the lacer flaqh laUps ~~proxinlately300 ~8 prior to impuct,

!/
A time-of-

arrivnl pin act vated just before impact, ●nd another the delay, oervee to Q-switch the
lasar just prior to the ghock wave striking the quartz window on the front of the eemple
k[ldufter it is well pact the point in the sample interro ated by the optical probe.

The backwurd stimulated Raman scatt.erin (BSRS) optics
!!

f diagnoet~c has been di8cu@8ed
previouoly,~ Briefly, the technique cone ote of focuoing a madiul,lenergy (l-5 W), short
duration (:-6 ns)

[
ulee from a frequency-doubladNdlYAG laecr into the oamplo ueing a

150 mm focal lengt leno, The high intenelty of light ●t the focue ●nd ● lax e ctsue-
!i~ection Raman ●ctive mode in til~ -ample combine to produce gain in the backwmr u direction

at. a frequency that im diffarent from the NdiYAG laaer frequency by tha characteristic
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freqzency of the Raman active mode. In liquid benzene, the ?ing-stretching mode at
992 cm-l has the lowest threshold for stimulated Raman scattering induced by 532 nm light,
and was the transition observed in these experiments. The backwards directed, frequency
shift+d beam is routed into a 1 meter focal length ,spectrometer,and is recorded on
Polaroid film, along with the Nd:YAG laser beam. The frequency shift is obtained by
accurately measuring the distance between the Nd:YAG laser frequency and the backwards
stimulated Paman frequency, as recorded on the film, under a microscope.

The apparatus used for the RBBCARS experiments has also been extensively discussed
previously.l” Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering occurs as a four-wave parametric
process in which three wavt~, two at a pump frequency, opt and one at a Stokes frequency,
USI = mixed in a sample LO produce a coherent beam at the anti-stokes frequency,
‘a - 2UP - ~~.11-13 The efficiency of this mixing is greatly enhanced if the frequency
difference up - us coincide~ with the frequency of a Ram8n active mode of the sample.
Since the Raman frequencies of the shock-compressedmaterials are not precisely known,
ant.in order to produce CARS signals from more than onc species, a broad-band dye laser,
which lases ~~ all frequencies across the gain profile of the dye, is used e.s the
Stokes beam, A portion of the 6-ns-long frequency-doubledNd:YAG laser pulse is used
to excite the dye laser. The resulting two laser beams (dye and remaining pump) are
passed through separate Galilean telescopes and sent almng parall~l va~hs towards the
sample, The beams are focused and crossed (with approximately 1 mm length of overlap
a po.nt 4 mm in front of the rea- qampl.~wall using a previously described technique.

j5at

The beam crossing angle (phase-;natchingangle) is tuned by adjusting the axial distance
between the parallel beams. The CARS beam is reflected back out of the shocked sample
and along a path parallel to the two incomin

f
beams by the highly polished f:ont surface

of the target plate. After being separated rom the pump and Stokes beams using a long-
w.lve-passdichroic filter, the beam la then passed through a dove prism and focused into
t;le75 urnwide entrance qlit of 4 1 m spectrometer equipped with a 1200 l/mm grating
b“.azedat 500 nm and Ubed in first order, The dove prism !s used to rotate the image
of the CARS signal ao that any beam movement re8ulting from the changing position of the
reflecting surface durir.gthe shock-compressionprocess would translate to movement along,
rather than across, the spectrometer entra.~ceslit. The signals are detected at the exit
of the spectrometerusing a si!.iconintensified-targetvidicon (EGG-PAR 1205D) coupled to
an optical multi-channel analyzer (OMA) (EGG-PAR 1205A).

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows typical spectral data obtained using BSRS in a sample of neat liquid
benzene shock-compressedto 0,9 GPa. In this particular sample, the shock wave had onlv
traver~ed Y ?/3 of the distal~ceto the window, allowing BSRS to occur in both the shocked
and ambient kenzane.

BSRS

-i l-- loom-l

t

532 nm
/’\

Ambient Shockad
Benzene Benzene

I’igure1. Backward 8timulatcd Ram#fi&cattered light
spectrogram for shock-ccmpreusodbenzane.

Figure 2 Bhowu thr OMA recorded RDBCARS Hignal& for r.herh
t
-stretching modeisof ben;:ene

and b(MZCIW-d6 in a 60’4to LO% (by VOIUGC) mixture, both at urnient condlti.on~imtl~hock-
compresaed to 0,91 GPu, A180 uhown j~ the 253,652 nm I{g line in necond order used RS 41
wavelenp,threference, The opectral uatn obtai.nodusing RBMCAIW uhow no evidence for ?Jlu
pre~ence behind th~ uhock of decompoaitior,product Upmciefl(at concencration~ abow the
10-20% level) havin~ liam~t:active trur,slf,ionnwithin the frequ~ncy regime covered hv the
broucl-bundStoku8 lsser (i,c, BOO to 1100 w-l), tn cddition, the Mpectrn ~)l~t~linedft)~tl~~’
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mixtures do not contain any evidence for deuterium exchange reactions between the benzene
sp~ci~s during the ‘Z1 us reaction time aftez passage of the shock If exchange was
occuring, new peaks would appear between the benzene and benzene-dh transition~.

Figure 2,

RseaRs

‘Y%”
Stm&ed

\
‘Ww

I 1 1

1000 950 Soo 850

RemanShiftWI)

RBBCARS spectra of ambient and ahock-.--- ---.
comprea8ed tW~140% by volume mixture of
benzene and benzene-d5, The ambient peak
positions of the two species are 992 cm-l
and 945 cm-~, respectively. The shock
preoaure was 0.91 GPa.

Measured vibrational ring-stretching frequency shifts for benzene obtained using
RBZICARSand previously ublished datag

R
on the :nifta measured using BSRS as a function

of shock pressure are e own in fi6ure 3. Also shcwn in the figure are the riny-atretci~ing
mode vibrational frequency ahlfto meaaured by spontaneous R&man (induced by the 568.2 nm
llne of a krypton ion laaer) for benzene isothermally compressed at temperatu es between
299 and 482 K using a diamond-anvil cell and techniqu o previously described.ftl
Measurements of the phonon epectrum in the 40-200 cm‘f region were ueed t~ diet~nguish
between the variouu phaaea, At fixad preaaure, no temperature uhift waa obbervad in theee
static measurements, The frequency shifts for the dynamic experiments a ree well with the
~tatic data of both liquid benzene ●nd benzene II, ?but differ aubetantia ly from the datn
of benzene I. At pressures below the I-11-l’.quidtri lU point of benzene, which occurd
near 1,2 CPa, !the shocked banzene is th~ref>re probab y at temperatures high enough for it
to be in the liquid state, The temperature ●chieved in dynamic oxperimanta io difficult to
estimate better than ~ 40 K tit1,2 GPa, The shocked material could be ●ither l?qu~d or
benzene II at pressureu above 1,”.GPa aincu both phaoea exhibit similax frequent shifts

f
of the rin -stretching mode, an the Hugoniot appearm to lie close to the phase t oundary,
The data a ao indicates that the BSRS ●nd RBBCARStechniques maaaure ●quivalent frequency
shifts at equivalent ohock premoures. Ther@ WSMsome uncertainty ●bout the rsllability of
frequency shifts measured usinfiBSRS because of the Eliu!poaoibility that the hi h latier

fpower involved induced a phaoe transition from the shock-induced phase into the iq!lid
phaee, Since the RBBCARSmaaeuremente onl’ require ● small fraction of the incident

!
iowcr neceesar to produce BSRS signals, t e equivalence c

K
the frequency ehift~ mea8ured

y the two tec niquco indicates that power ir.ducedphase tran8ition8 are probably not
occuring.

W?E!!W

In summary, we have demonotrata.’the uce of tw faat ( N 6 ne) non-lin~ar optical
tochniquc~ in the study of the microscopic nsture of materialu ohock-compreaued to hi[~h
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Figure 3. Benzene ring-stretchingmode vibrational
frequency 9hift8 (with respect to 992 cm-l)
vs. pressure. Ddta recorded using BSRS and
RBBCARS are denoted by closed and open circles
t-espectivel-:,The single open circle for
RBBCARS represents two data points. Uncer-
tainties in the shock data are given on one
data point, In the static measurements, at
299 K benzene I was observed as a metas:able
phase above 1.2 CPa and benzene II was metastable
below this pressure. Both spectrometers were
calibrated using the ambient liquid benzene
Raman transition at room temperature. The
straight line is a fit of the 8hock-compression
data.

pre.~suresand temperatures. The ease with wl)ichthe BSRS si nals could be generated and
detected (in materials with large Raman c~oss-sections)was found to be a great advan~age
of the techni ue.

3
The RBBCARS technique overcomes two disadvantage’ of BSRS; nqmely its

Inability to etect more than one mode in a sample, and its requirement of lar e laser
powers ●o overcome the threshold condition, fWe have also demonstrated the abi ity of
RBBCARS to simultaneously detect multiple vibrational modas of multiple species in a
shock-compressed sample. This result chows the potential of RBBCARS for the detection
of pr~duct a~d ~ntermediate species in shock-inducedchemical reactions. We are using
these techniques for the study of molecular ntructure of materials shock-compreaaed to
states similar to those that occur in explosive detonation.
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